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Abstract Agricultural production involves the scaling of agricultural innovations such as disease-resistant and droughttolerant maize varieties, zero-tillage techniques, permaculture
cultivation practices based on perennial crops and automated
milking systems. Scaling agricultural innovations should take
into account complex interactions between biophysical, social, economic and institutional factors. Actual methods of
scaling are rather empirical and based on the premise of ‘find
out what works in one place and do more of the same, in
another place’. These methods thus do not sufficiently take
into account complex realities beyond the concepts of innovation transfer, dissemination, diffusion and adoption. As a
consequence, scaling initiatives often do not produce the desired effect. They may produce undesirable effects in the form
of negative spill-overs or unanticipated side effects such as
environmental degradation, bad labour conditions of farm
workers and loss of control of farming communities over access to genetic resources. Therefore, here, we conceptualise
scaling processes as an integral part of a systemic approach to
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innovation, to anticipate on the possible consequences of scaling efforts. We propose a method that connects the heuristic
framework of the multi-level perspective on socio-technical
transitions (MLP) to a philosophical ‘modal aspects’ framework, with the objective of elucidating the connectedness between technologies, processes and practices. The resultant
framework, the PRactice-Oriented Multi-level perspective on
Innovation and Scaling (PROMIS), can inform research and
policymakers on the complex dynamics involved in scaling.
This is illustrated in relation to three cases in which the framework was applied: scaling agro-ecological practices in
Nicaragua, farmer field schools on cocoa cultivation in
Cameroon and ‘green rubber’ cultivation in Southwest China.
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1 Introduction
Increasingly, development agencies, governments and donors
assess the impact of agricultural research and innovation by
the extent to which outputs and outcomes in the form of novel
technologies and practices can lead to wider benefits (Joly
et al. 2015). This is often referred to as a process of ‘scaling’
to achieve ‘impact at scale’ (e.g. Anderson 2012; Clark et al.
2012; Little 2012; Millar and Connell 2010). Scaling processes are conceptualised in various ways, with a distinction often
being made between scaling up and scaling out (e.g. Anderson
2012; Menter et al. 2004; Millar and Connell 2010). Scaling
up means something similar to increasing (e.g. in terms of
numbers, speed, size), whereas scaling out often relates to
expanding, such as geographically spreading the use of a particular technology. In this paper, we use the overall term, scaling. A prominent assumption underpinning most scaling initiatives is that, if products, processes or practices go to scale,
(positive) impact will scale with it, hence the common approach of ‘find out what works (in one place) and do more
of the same (elsewhere)’ (Fig. 1). In this approach, transfer
and dissemination leading to diffusion and adoption are frequently used concepts (German et al. 2006; Kuehne et al.
2013; Maredia 2014; Reimer et al. 2012; Schewe and Stuart
2015). There are two important problems with this approach
in relation to understanding the complexity of scaling.
Firstly, it is increasingly recognised that transfer and dissemination, and related to that diffusion and adoption, of technologies and practices are not linear processes; rather, substantial reworking of technologies and practices happens in scaling
processes (Douthwaite et al. 2001; Millar and Connell 2010;

Fig. 1 Scaling (up) as a linear process
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Garb and Friedlander 2014). However, approaches to scaling
using concepts such as adoption, transfer and dissemination
(e.g. Abebawa and Haile 2013; Dibba et al. 2012; Peshin
2013; Rogers 1983; Wejnert 2002) tend to focus mainly on
attributes of technologies and adopters that determine adoption likelihood. They do not always prepare prospective users
sufficiently to engage with the systemic and complex dynamics involved in, and resulting from, scaling processes.
Adoption thinking does consider the importance of social networks as an influencing factor in farmers’ behaviour in relation to, for example, the adoption of more sustainable practices (Pannell et al. 2006) and increasingly looks at how configurations of social networks influence adoption behaviour
(Aguilar-Gallegos et al. 2015; Hoang et al. 2006; Spielman
et al. 2011; Thuo et al. 2014). However, adoption thinking
tends to remain focused on informing interventions (e.g. policies) aimed at farm level and is less explicit about interventions that create a conducive environment for change overall
(e.g. by changing value chains and markets, consumption patterns, citizen values). Furthermore, adoption approaches and
studies tend to focus on transfer and dissemination success,
such as the number of farmers using a particular technology,
and much less on long-term, cross-domain and cross-scale
consequences of dissemination and diffusion.
Secondly, work on scaling, using concepts such as transfer
and dissemination, and diffusion and adoption, focuses on
what works in a particular ecological, geographical or sociocultural area, but technologies and practices do not necessarily
work, and may even have negative effects, in other areas (Coe
et al. 2014; Garb and Friedlander 2014; Gee et al. 2013;
Menter et al. 2004). Technologies and practices that are perceived as sustainable and inclusive may even work out quite
differently when applied at large scale or under different ecological, geographical or political conditions (e.g. Menter et al.
2004; Rotmans and Rothman 2003; Schulze 2000; Wu et al.
2006). For example, rubber cultivation was seen as a way out
of poverty in Southwest China, but, when it eventually covered one-third of the landscape, environmental degradation
became dramatic (Xu et al. 2014; Ziegler et al. 2009)
(Fig. 2). Hence, what is promoted as a solution and scaled at
one point in time may later be considered an environmental
hazard (EASAC 2015; Gee et al. 2013). When something has
gone to scale, it may be difficult to scale it down again, even if
it produces negative side effects (Scheffer et al. 2009; Scheffer
2010; Ziegler et al. 2009; van den Berg et al. 2012). Many of
these concerns inspired the development of ideas regarding
‘responsible innovation’ (McNaghten et al. 2014; Stilgoe
et al. 2013; Stirling 2015; van den Hoven et al. 2014), in
which possible negative effects are anticipated; this eventuality applies also to scaling (hence this is seen as ‘responsible
innovation and scaling’—see Table 1). These ideas are becoming increasingly important given the debates on
‘contested agronomy’ that emphasise the politics of
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Fig. 2 Scaling rubber cultivation in SW-China brought financial
affluence to many communities, but also eroded biophysical and
cultural diversity at scale

technology development and scaling (Sumberg et al. 2013).
Some authors have suggested that our capacity for technological innovation is increasingly exceeding our capacity to foresee the long-term impact of technologies and practices (Gee
et al. 2013; Koohafkan et al. 2012). We would argue that
scaling dynamics are at the heart of such concerns, as they
create a multiplier effect on potential negative outcomes.
This effect may, for example, relate to increased vulnerability
due to dependency on monocultures, as happened as early as
the nineteenth century in the case of potatoes in Ireland
(Woodham-Smith 1962). It may also relate to depletion or
contamination of resources, which happened, for example,
in Bangladesh due to scaling of ground water extraction
(Hossain 2006).
The above reflections illustrate how many scaling processes involve complex dynamics that should be addressed not
only in the dissemination or adoption stage, but also in the
design and development of technologies and practices to inform ‘best bets’ and ‘best fits’. Concerns about this issue have
led some to advocate for participatory design and best-fit
Table 1
2013)

Dimensions of responsible scaling (adapted from Stilgoe et al.

Anticipatory: Anticipating ‘what if this goes to scale?’ as well as
anticipating what emerging futures the scaling process may need to
connect to (e.g. in terms of trends)
Responsive: Responding to both societal needs and societal concerns
expressed by all stakeholders; this involves considering all aspects as
discussed in this paper
Reflexive: Reflexive and adaptive management informed by ongoing
evaluation of the functionality of scaling up in view of a defined
purpose, rather than mere rolling out of blue-print ‘solutions’
Inclusive: Inclusive in scope (what is in the picture): inclusive in process
(collaborative): inclusive in effort (convergence), and inclusive in
terms of who benefits
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options, requiring processes of adaptation and translation
(Cerf et al. 2012; Garb and Friedlander 2014; Giller et al.
2011; Klerkx et al. 2010; Knowler and Bradshaw 2007;
Shiferaw et al. 2009; van der Stoep and Strijbos 2011). This
implies that, rather than being considered as the logical follow
up of novel technologies and practices that resulted from successful research and innovation, scaling should be considered
as part of a more continuous process involving ongoing finetuning (Fig. 3). In this perspective, research and innovation
need to anticipate such adaptive (scaling) processes and therefore design with future (potential) scaling up in mind
(Expandnet 2011; Ghiron et al. 2014; Middleton et al.
2005). This involves making scaling processes a more integral
part of systemic approaches to innovation (Blesh and Wolf
2014; Foran et al. 2014; Hinrichs 2014; Klerkx et al. 2010).
To be able to address scaling processes from a richer and
systemic perspective, we need integrative approaches to design and guide scaling initiatives as well as analytical frameworks to support this. Based on a review of literature on scaling and system innovation, this paper proposes a systemic
framework to address the multiple dimensions and dynamics
which should be taken into consideration during scaling processes. To this end, the paper addresses three main questions:
– What existing systemic perspectives, approaches and
frameworks provide a good basis for developing
an analytical framework for understanding the dimensions and dynamics involved in scaling processes (Section 2)?
– How can the identified approaches translate into an integrative analytical framework that activates a systemic perspective on innovation and scaling
(Section 2)?
– How could such a framework be used to assess and inform scaling initiatives (Sections 3 and 4)?
By addressing these questions, we seek to contribute to
improved analysis, decision making and policymaking in
relation to scaling initiatives by providing richer perspectives than those commonly informing scaling initiatives
today. Insights are meant to be first of all be of use to
researchers, policymakers, and certainly to those responsible for designing and managing projects which include a
clear scaling ambition. This initial approach provides an
example of how perspectives on scaling processes may be

Fig. 3 Scaling (up) as an integrative and iterative process
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enriched while requiring further research and refinement
on the basis of empirical studies.
In Section 4, we briefly explore ways in which the analytical approach as outlined in Sections 2 and 3 can be used. In
the conclusions (Section 5), we briefly reflect on the approach,
what it contributes, its limitations and on options for further
research and development.

2 Towards a framework for systemic analysis
of scaling processes
2.1 Building on the multi-level perspective
on socio-technical transitions
In search of approaches that already include specific analytical
frameworks in relation to scaling processes, we selectively
reviewed the literature to explore a range of integrated approaches in view of our purpose to build and integrative
framework. Thus, review was not exhaustive, which could
be seen as a limitation, but as the aim of our paper is to build
an integrative systemic framework to analyse scaling, we had
to balance width and depth of the review. The purpose of the
review was hence not to analyse and compare all approaches
in detail but to enable making an informed selection of the
approaches useful for our framework. The approaches
reviewed include agricultural systems approaches (e.g.
Darnhofer et al. 2010; Garb and Friedlander 2014; van
Ittersum et al. 2008; Klerkx et al. 2012; Miller and Newell
2013; Schut et al. 2014a, b), interdisciplinary (e.g. Frodeman
et al. 2010; Wagner et al. 2011) and transdisciplinary (e.g.
Brandt 2013; Klein 2014; Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn 2007) research approaches, innovation systems approaches (e.g.
Lamprinopoulou et al. 2014; Schut et al. 2014a, b, 2015a, b;
Spielman et al. 2009), value chain approaches (e.g. Ashby
et al. 2012; Nang’ole et al. 2011), landscape approaches
(e.g. Freeman et al. 2015; Kozar et al. 2014; Sayer et al.
2014; Wu 2013) and socio-ecological systems approaches
(Foran et al. 2014; Sinclair et al. 2014; Westley et al. 2013).
Although issues of scale do feature in them, such approaches
offer no analytical frameworks for developing systemic and
integrative perspectives on scaling processes. The call for ‘integrative’ approaches to research and innovation (e.g. Fischer
et al. 2012; van Kerkhoff 2014; Veldkamp et al. 2009;
Weichselgartner and Kasperson 2010) thus rarely includes a
plea for integrative and systemic approaches that also pertain
to scaling processes. This may be one reason why our understanding about scaling processes tends to remain fragmented
regarding what is involved in the success or failure of scaling
initiatives (Volk and Ewert 2011; Willemen et al. 2013).
Approaches relating to the study of transitions to sustainability (Elzen et al. 2012; Geels 2002; Hinrichs 2014;
Horlings and Marsden 2011; Kemp et al. 1998; Kemp and
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Rotmans 2009; Rotmans 2003), however, already include perspectives on scaling. They help develop more of a ‘biggerpicture’ perspective, required for a more comprehensive approach. They are, however, less explicit regarding the specific
dimensions and dynamics involved in transitions and associated scaling processes. We therefore chose to build, but also to
elaborate further, on the related multi-level perspective (MLP)
on socio-technical transitions (Geels 2002). We first briefly
introduce MLP and then discuss our suggestions about addressing some of its limitations.
MLP was designed to better illustrate and interpret how
radical innovations connect to socio-technical transition processes (Geels 2002). It is a perspective that is increasingly
applied in the context of agriculture (e.g. Blesh and Wolf
2014; Diaz et al. 2013; Elzen et al. 2011, 2012; Hinrichs
2014; Ingram 2015; Lamine 2011; Morrissey et al. 2014;
Sutherland et al. 2015). If this perspective is applied to scaling,
it provides insight regarding the dynamics that influence why
some innovations go to scale and others do not. The multilevel perspective incorporates three main levels: niche, regime
and landscape (Fig. 4). Although some authors (e.g. Diaz et al.
2013; Geels 2014; Papachristos et al. 2013) have recently
suggested adaptations of the original model, it still revolves
around these levels, and the studies mentioned above in relation to agriculture use it in this way.
The regime level relates to the constellation or system of
interacting practices and structures that have come to a certain
relative stability and status quo. This may, for example, be the
status quo in a sector. This stability may, however, be disturbed (perturbed), e.g. as a result of new policies or of changing environmental conditions. This may create opportunities
for novelties (innovations) to become incorporated in, and
change, a regime, particularly those that address or even create
such disturbance (perturbation). Novelties (innovations) can
benefit from sheltered conditions that favour their emergence
(and scaling), for example through dedicated project funding.
This is called the niche (level) in which novelties develop.
Figure 4 suggests that niches come from outside the regime,
but sometimes novelties—and, related to that, niches—also
develop within regimes (Geels 2011). The landscape within
which this happens may be understood as the wider context,
and it is considered to be the least dynamic level relating to,
e.g. worldviews, paradigms, culture and politics, which tend
to change slowly.
At regime level, MLP describes incumbent systems that
involve dominant configurations relating to, e.g. science, infrastructure, markets and technology, and that have
established ‘institutional logics’ (Fünfschilling and Truffer
2014). These logics are defined as ‘the socially constructed,
historical patterns of material practices, assumptions, values,
beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce
their material subsistence, organize time and space, and provide meaning to their social reality’ (Thornton and Ocasio
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Fig. 4 The multi-level
perspective, based on Geels
(2002, 2011)

1999, p. 804). It also points to a range of dynamics involved in
related transitions (hence the many arrows in Fig. 4). Regimes
are usually not deliberately shaped, but rather the outcome of
path dependencies leading to a state of being locked into a
status quo (e.g. a dominant way of agricultural production)
as a result of interdependencies which developed between
actors and processes (Holtz et al. 2008; Fünfschilling and
Truffer 2014). Such lock-in often involves power relations
where some groups (e.g. proponents of a particular model of
agricultural production) may have a vested interest in maintaining such status quo while it conflicts with the interests and
aspirations of other groups (Avelino and Rotmans 2009;
Olsson et al. 2014; Avelino and Wittmayer 2015). Path dependence includes notions regarding causal relationships in which
seemingly small events can set in motion much wider historical paths through often non-linear and difficult-to-trace processes (Castro et al. 2014; Ruttan 1996). The economic concept of path dependence explains how the set of decisions
faced for any given circumstance is limited by decisions made
in the past, even though the past circumstances may no longer
exist (Liebowitz and Margolis 1995).
Scaling novel agricultural technologies and practices often
involves changes in multiple regime elements (e.g. in production systems, but also markets and consumption systems) and
may relate to multiple regimes. For example, care farming
intersects the farming regime and the care regime (Hassink
et al. 2013), and the farming regime overlaps with the energy
regime in the case of biofuels (Sutherland et al. 2015). Novel
technologies and practices may sometimes drastically change
a regime (radical innovations, e.g. a shift from tillage to zero
tillage, a shift from intuitive farmer decision making to bigdata-driven decision making in precision farming), but

sometimes they may affect only parts of the regime when
innovation are (in parts) incremental, e.g. using biofuel in
tractors (Geels and Schot 2007). Some criticisms have been
voiced about the MLP, the first one being that it is too ‘coarse’
a framework, in which insufficient attention is paid to
unravelling the role of everyday practices and people’s agency
in niches and regimes (Geels 2011; Genus and Coles 2008;
Shove and Walker 2007, 2010). Furthermore, given the focus
on socio-technical transitions, biophysical and socioecological elements are less highlighted in the regime concept,
as well as notions of geographical scales (Coenen et al. 2012;
Hansen and Coenen 2015) whereas they are highly important
in the context of agriculture (Dalgaard et al. 2003; Diaz et al.
2013; Foran et al. 2014; Sinclair et al. 2014). Lastly, notions of
responsible innovation have so far been less explicitly considered in MLP, although they are mentioned as important and a
promising avenue for the further development of MLP (Pesch
2014).
2.2 Complementing the multi-level perspective
with the theory of aspects
To overcome some of MLP’s limitations, we suggest to complement, or rather refine it, to better define the different regime
and landscape elements (see also Fünfschilling and Truffer
2014; Holtz et al. 2008), how they are perceived by people,
and how analysis and decisions regarding sustainability and
responsible scaling can be informed. The theory of modal
aspects, developed by the Dutch philosopher Herman
Dooyeweerd, provides a suite of aspects of experienced reality
(Basden 2008; Brandon and Lombardi 2011; Jahanyan and
Fard 2012; Ribeiro et al. 2012; Strijbos and Basden 2006)
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and has previously been used as a framework for evaluating
sustainable development (Brandon and Lombardi 2011;
Jochemsen 2012; Massink 2013). The theory of aspects helps
to elucidate the connectedness of (change) dimensions and
dynamics, and enhances the capacity to create integrated
(including cross-system) perspectives to grasp the complexities involved in scaling.
Table 2 presents a framework based on the theory of aspects, indicating the particular sequence of aspects with examples of what these aspects pertain to. We have slightly
adapted the original suite of 15 aspects and have related it to
the notion of ‘capitals’ as used in agricultural development
and resilience studies (e.g. Bebbington 1999; Berkes and
Folke 1992; Knutsson 2006; Scoones 1998; Stokols et al.
2013).
The aspects in the framework (Table 2) refer to ways in
which we experience reality. They are also referred to as distinct perspectives on experienced reality, i.e. on all things (entities, including social structures and events), on the basis of
which things and events can be evaluated. They help explain
Table 2

the diversity and coherence of everyday experience, and together they provide an integrative perspective on things and
events. They are ordered in a particular way, with each aspect,
apart from the quantitative, adding a dimension to the preceding one. For example, the biotic requires the quantitative, the
spatial, the kinematic and the physical. Each aspect has a
particular core value and each has its own distinct place in
the totality of aspects. No aspect can be reduced to another
one, but they are all intrinsically linked (Basden 2015). An
underlying assumption of the theory of aspects is that simultaneously paying due attention to the various aspects supports
sustainability. Scientific disciplines usually focus on one or
two specific aspects, but complex problems such as those
generally related to scaling usually involve many (Schut
et al. 2014a, b). The theory of aspects offers a basis for systematically characterising and then comparing technologies,
processes, practices and systems along the lines of the aspects.
Because this framework based on the theory of aspects allows
for such broad-based application, innovation and scaling processes can be analysed across levels, scales, domains and

Aspects in relation to which entities can be characterised

Aspects of experienced reality

What it pertains to

Examples of entities that distinguish themselves from other
entities primarily along the lines of that aspect

Natural and physical capital
Quantitative, spatial, kinematic,
physical

Discrete quantity, continuous (spatial)
extension, motion, energy, and matter

Numbers, location, atmosphere, climate, water, soil, natural
forces, chemistry, transportation, infrastructure, buildings,
equipment
Plants, animals, birds, fish, organic processes, ecosystem,
biodiversity, forest, desert, habitat, farm, crops, livestock,
animal behaviour

Biotic, sensitive

Non-human life and vitality, feeling

Human capital
Biotic, sensitive

Human life and vitality, feeling

Awareness, health, physical and mental abilities, emotion,
personality, disposition, passion, observation, population
dynamics, safety

Analytical-logical

Distinction

Formative

Formative power

Knowledge, theory, logic, conceptual framework, science,
research, education
Construction, creativity, skill, computer software, design,
power (in relationship): technology, strategy,
methodology, innovation, adaptation

Social and financial capital
Lingual, social

Economic

Cultural, political and moral capital
Juridical
Aesthetical, ethical, certitudinal

Symbolic representation, social interaction

Frugality

Symbols, signs, language, communication, information, media
Relationships, roles, social cohesion, competition, collaboration,
organisation, societies, alliances, partnerships
Resource management, conservation, stewardship, exchange
of goods and services, transactions, efficiency, sustainability,
economy, land use, market, value chain, firm, employment

What is due

Rights, law, responsibility, appropriateness, policy, legal system,
constitution, mandate, police, the state, democracy, ownership

Harmony
love (self-giving)
faith and vision

Appeal, beauty, enjoyment, leisure, sports, art
Attitude, care, sharing, goodwill, integrity, equity, being right,
solidarity identity, belief, trust, faith, vision, commitment,
aspiration, worldview, ideology, paradigm
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Fig. 5 Scaling processes tend to cross various boundaries—a simple
illustration

contexts in a consistent manner. Figure 5 illustrates some of
the analytical boundaries that scaling processes tend to cross.
Thus, combining the theory of aspects with the MLP which
is focused on levels and scale helps develop an integrative
perspective on what exactly may interact and change in relevant practices and systems as novel technologies and practices
go to scale. Although technologies, processes, practices and
systems function in all aspects, whether part of a niche, regime
or landscape, they can be distinguished from one another on
the basis of the aspect(s) and its core value that receive prominence in a particular technology, practice, etc. In other words,
technologies, processes, practices and systems can be distinguished from each other on the basis of the core value that
indicates the very reason of their existence. For agricultural
practices, the most prominent feature is usually the efficient
application of resources in the production (economic aspect)
of goods (food, feed and fuel). In terms of functioning in other
aspects, agricultural practices are performed in a particular
location (spatial aspect), involve energy (kinematic aspect),
involve knowledge (analytical aspect), apply all kinds of technical interventions (formative aspect), involve the use of symbols (including language) to communicate (lingual aspect),
have to comply with legislation (juridical aspect), should care
about soil fertility and biodiversity (ethical), and so forth. The
prevalent conditions regarding all aspects will therefore affect
(the performance of) an agricultural practice. For example, a
remote location (spatial aspect), little knowledge (analytical
aspect) and poor technology (formative aspect) will affect it
adversely. Normative perspectives in this context relate to how
different people think about how a particular practice is supposed to function in relation to the various aspects.
Technologies, practices and systems are orientated towards
a particular purpose: what they are meant to contribute or their
reason for existence (the core value of the most prominent
aspect). However, subjective choices are involved because
actors can decide to perform a practice for their very own
reasons. The same applies to systems. A food system may
be mainly orientated towards financial benefits (economic aspect) and/or to equitable food distribution (ethical aspect). A
mismatch between a (normative) purpose orientation and the
actual workings of a system and its outcomes may trigger a
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feedback loop to adjust the practice or system configuration.
For example, agro-ecological niches have emerged because of
social movements’ dissatisfaction with the dominant farming
system (regime) (Duru et al. 2015) that emphasised the importance of one aspect (notably the economic) and forgetting the
relevance of others (such as the biotic, social and ethical).
Configuration is here understood as the specific way in which
a practice or system functions in the various aspects and connects to ideas on dominant designs within regimes.
Applying these ideas on purpose and the values behind
them to scaling, in which there is an intentional effort to
change regime configurations in several aspects, the classification of a technology or practice as good or not is determined
by the extent to which all the core values relating to all the
aspects are simultaneously realised (Duru et al. 2015;
Lamichhane et al. 2015). For example, the use of pesticides
to reduce damage caused by insects may be very efficient
(economic aspect) but detrimental to environmental and/or
human health conditions (biotic, sensitive, ethical aspect).
Also, a new technology may present economic advantages,
but be rejected for ecological or ethical reasons.
Figure 6 illustrates this perspective and Fig. 7 shows how
this can be applied to the previously mentioned case of rubber
cultivation in China.
The theory of aspects framework can therefore help alert
researchers and decision makers to the fact that agricultural
innovation and scaling generally involve trade-offs, as is already recognised in much work concerning scenario building
(e.g. Drott et al. 2013; Schwab et al. 2003; Vervoort et al.
2014). Calls for, e.g. inclusiveness (social aspect) and responsible innovation (ethical aspect) address the observed narrowness of some of the previously criticised approaches to scaling, as discussed in Section 1. The theory of aspects framework can help to make trade-offs in scaling visible. Most
scaling initiatives involve a range of interactive scaling processes of which decision makers often only gradually become
aware as the initiative unfolds. It resembles a Russian doll

Fig. 6 Creating integrative perspectives on what shapes entities such as
practices, systems and institutions
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Fig. 7 Localising the integrative perspective. A simplified example in
relation to rubber cultivation in SW-China (adapted from Wigboldus et al.
forthcoming)

(matryoshka) that continues to produce smaller dolls as it is
opened. The theory of aspects framework can help to articulate what concurrent scaling processes and what particular
aspects are involved (Table 3).

2.3 PROMIS as an integrative analytical framework
In the previous sections, we explained the connection between
the MLP and the theory of aspects that highlights the role of
practices, and therefore we refer to the resulting integrative
framework as the PRactice-Oriented Multi-level perspective
on Innovation and Scaling (PROMIS). The multi-level
Table 3 A scaling initiative often
involves a range of interactive
scaling processes—an illustration
of scaling environmentally
friendly rubber cultivation
(Wigboldus et al. forthcoming)

reference relates to how scaling-related changes in practices
play out at the landscape, regime and niche levels. The
PROMIS framework uses MLP in a flexible way to enhance
opportunities for MLP and the theory of aspects to be complementary and to better link to the complexities involved in
scaling processes. This also means that the multi-level approach can be used to interpret the ways in which scaling
relates to different distinctions between levels, such as local,
national and global levels (Schut et al. 2014a, b).
Figure 8 is a simplified illustration of the type of dimensions and dynamics which the PROMIS framework seeks to
unpack. Rather than considering a scaling initiative as a singular movement of innovations from niche-level to regimelevel, this perspective suggests the relevance of considering
multiple (sub)regimes, contexts and related scaling processes.
Taking an innovation to new contexts will expose it to different (types of) dominant systems and practices (regimes).
Besides the implications this has for the potential effectiveness
of a scaling initiative, it also has implications for potential
(lack of) sustainability and opportunities for responsible scaling. The spider-web shapes in Fig. 8 illustrate differences in
configuration in relation to the nine aspects.
The PROMIS framework sensitises researchers and
policymakers to potentially relevant dimensions and dynamics involved in the complexity of scaling agricultural innovations so as to enrich the spectrum of factors to consider in
pursuing effective and responsible scaling. In the next section,
we explore a number of ways in which the PROMIS framework can be applied.

Aspects of scaling

What scaling is involved, both in terms of scaling up and scaling
down?

Quantitative (more/less)
Spatial (more or less spread)

More farmers involved
Zoning of rubber cultivation plots

Kinematic (faster, more mobile)

Faster dissemination of knowledge about more environmentally
friendly practices
Larger project needed to support this
Diversification of cash crops
Reducing health effects resulting from use of pesticides
Increasing knowledge about alternative crops and livelihood
opportunities
Wider adoption of new practices; adaptation of cultivation plans
Increasing communication and collaboration between researchers
and farmers
Wider adoption of new business models

Physical (bigger, more encompassing)
Biotic/sensitive (non-human)
Biotic/sensitive (human)
Analytical-logical
Cultural-formative
Lingual and social
Economic
Juridical
Aesthetic
Ethical
Certitudinal

New policies and legislation stimulating scaling of
environmentally friendly rubber
Landscape beautification through reduced impact of rubber
plantations
Stimulating wider adoption of “green” mindsets
Working on increased trust among stakeholders and “green”
aspirations
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Fig. 8 Enriching perspectives on
scaling processes by identifying
potentially relevant dimensions
and dynamics—a simplified
perspective

3 Enriching perspectives on scaling processes
by applying the PROMIS framework
In this section, we discuss how the PROMIS framework can
be applied towards (Section 3.1) analysing the context in
which scaling takes place and that it intends to change (regime), (Section 3.2) anticipating the regime changes that the
scaling effort may produce, (Section 3.3) understanding how
different stakeholders feature in scaling, and (Section 3.4)
supporting stakeholders in the future-oriented positioning of
scaling initiatives. In the four subsections we suggest ways in
which complexities involved in scaling processes may be explored from different angles.
3.1 Analysing the regime configuration in which scaling
takes place
In this section, we focus on the notion of dominance and
deviance, and on stability and rigidity factors involved in regime configurations that are of importance because they determine the context and point of departure for scaling.
Dominance of the regime in terms of incumbent and dominant
technologies and practices, and deviance of novel technologies and practices, can be interpreted in relation to actors and
factors that can be characterised in relation to the suite of
aspects. Dominance as well as deviance may, for example,
relate to people’s aspirations (aesthetical, ethical, certitudinal
aspect) or to the dominant use of certain technologies (formative aspect). It may also relate to powerful actors such as
industry (economic actor) or government (juridical actor). Or
it may relate to formal and informal institutions, such as legal

frameworks (juridical aspect) or associations (social aspect).
This may involve power issues (Avelino and Rotmans 2009;
Geels 2014; Olsson et al. 2014). The way in which powerful
actors exert influence over the way practices/systems are
(re)configured may be characterised along the lines of the
suite of aspects. This may involve binding contracts (juridical
aspect) or lack of access to credit facilities (economic aspect).
Analysis may ‘locate’ where, i.e. in relation to which aspect/
aspects, a niche innovation and the relevant regime are different, non-aligned or in conflict. This clarifies which aspects
will need to be considered in scaling.
Routine and stability are to a certain extent desirable features of practices and systems, or in other words, of regimes.
Regime stability facilitates fine-tuning and an evolving excellence in performance. Societies require stability for individuals and relationships to thrive. At the same time, they need to
adapt to new conditions, capitalise on new opportunities, meet
newly defined purposes or counteract adverse effects of the
practice/system. In other words, regime configurations (practices and technologies) are dynamically stable (Geels 2002).
As discussed in Section 2, configurations at any level may
become locked into a status quo because of rigidity with respect to any aspect, and hence prevent transitions to desired
situations: for example, more inclusiveness, sustainability, and
diversity of agricultural systems (Elzen et al. 2012; Horlings
and Marsden 2011; Stirling 2009, 2011). In terms of scaling,
path dependence can be of influence in different ways. One
way is through social issues such as resentment over collaboration between stakeholders in the past; another way is
through biophysical conditions, for example whether a plot
of land has been well-fertilised in the past or hardly fertilised
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at all over the years, which will affect this year’s crop performance (Giller et al. 2011). Given that here people’s behaviour
is a key element in creating and perpetuating path dependence,
the concept of imprinting describes how organisations take on
elements of their original/previous environment and how
these elements persist (Marquis and Tilcsik 2013). Similar
ideas have been proposed in socio-psychological studies
(e.g. Bar-Tal 2013), referring to people’s histories and how
their current actions may not connect to current (context) conditions, but to what they experienced in the past. Path dependence and organisational imprinting can also be understood in
terms of ceilings (not allowing further expansion), as
discussed by IIRR (1999) and Röling (2009, 2011) in relation
to institutions and institutional development.
The suite of aspects helps to unpack types of path dependence and imprinting that are relevant for scaling initiatives.
These may relate to such different issues as soil depletion (the
kinematic/physical aspect), farmers’ apathy due to a history of
restrictive political regimes (sensitive aspect) and an attitude
of indifference (ethical aspect) because people have become
used to seeing forests disappear or labourers being exploited.
The suite of aspects can help identify so-called lock-ins that
may affect scaling, such as for example:
– Formative lock-in, e.g. because dominant use of a particular technology or set of technologies, such as
external fertilisers, ploughing and combinations of genetically manipulated seeds and
specific herbicides, stipulates what the
cropping system looks like
– Juridical lock-in, e.g. because a particular regulation (e.g.
ban on GMOs) limits choice options
– Economic lock-in, e.g. because detrimental practices (e.g.
use of pesticides) provide private returns in the
short run but have negative spill-overs that
tend to affect public goods
– Physical/biotic lock-in, e.g. because climate change or
soil depletion limits farming options
The need for adaptation and change—and hence innovation
in technologies, practices and systems—often relates to stress,
which is gradual, and to shock, which is sudden and relates to
short-life-span events. Stress and shock relate to what is called
the landscape in the MLP, and, as they may induce innovations,
they may also be seen as windows of opportunity (Elzen et al.
2012; Geels 2011). A distinction can be made between different
types of stress and shock, which can be characterised in relation
to the suite of aspects (Table 4). Stress can be ecological, psychological, social, economic and so on. The various stresses and
shocks interact: stress or shock in relation to one aspect may
trigger a reaction in relation to other aspects. In a systemic perspective, scaling up a novel technology or practice may solve or
address a particular stress/shock, while aggravating or introducing other stress/shock factors. Some of these stresses and shocks
may relate to power dynamics. An example of this is a powerful
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company requiring changes in agricultural practices to comply
with company standards. Understanding how an envisaged scaling initiative connects to such stress and shock factors can help
decision makers to identify appropriate scaling strategies.
3.2 Strategic analysis of anticipated scaling dynamics
In this section, we explore a selection of considerations that
we consider to be of particular relevance in strategically positioning a scaling initiative. Metaphorically speaking, a regime
may be considered as a kind of iron dome that needs to crack
open to allow for an influx (scaling) of novel technologies and
practices (push approach). The regime may also be perceived
as a magnet that stimulates the emergence of appropriate novel
technologies and practices (pull approach) which are in line
with (emerging) purpose (re)orientations. Depending on situation specificities, different innovation and scaling approaches
and related policies and interventions can therefore be considered. Figure 9 illustrates this.
The first approach (push) takes for granted the value of
the technology or practice (e.g. higher yielding crop variety)
to be scaled up and focuses on uptake and adoption. The
second approach (pull) sets a benchmark (vision) for what
innovation and associated scaling processes need to contribute and connect to, and focuses on reorienting system values
towards this, i.e. some players such as policymakers within
the regime may assist niches to make changes and disrupt
the regime (Alrøe and Kristensen 2002; Kivimaa and Kern
2016; Mitchell et al. 2015). For example, a sector policy
regarding sustainable energy may stimulate the scaling of
new sustainable energy technologies through tax exemptions and subsidies. MLP was developed mainly to understand processes involved in radical innovation and scaling
(push), and developing related management approaches
such as strategic niche management. It is important to expand views on scaling to prevent a sole focus on ‘pushed
scaling’ (make things go to scale by supporting niche expansion), whereas ‘pulled scaling’ (help things go to scale
by changing regime conditions) may in fact be a much more
common (and often more appropriate and effective) approach. However, the latter approach is not often thought
of sufficiently when a scaling initiative is being considered
(Geels 2014; Kivimaa and Kern 2016). Our literature review thus leads us to conclude that scaling agricultural innovations (novel technologies and practices) is generally
understood as a process of making agricultural innovations
go to scale through a push approach. This limits the scope of
strategic options considered, in line with the previously
discussed criticisms on dissemination and diffusion approaches. Hence, the development of systemic perspectives
needs to translate into a variety of strategic options for engaging with system dynamics at both niche and regime level. The use of systemic perspectives will be of little use if the
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and external stresses and shocks
in relation to changing practice/
system configurations
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Type of stress/shock

Unpacking through the suite of aspects

Incompatibility issues

A new cultivation plan (analytical aspect) does not take into consideration the
specific requirements of a particular (hybrid) crop such as increased fertiliser
use (kinematic/physical aspect) or training (analytical aspect)
Poor access to rights (juridical aspect), services (formative aspect), resources
(physical/biotic aspect), or knowledge (analytical aspect) can limit potential
functionality of practices/system
A particular cropping system does not provide the level of income (economic
aspect) anticipated/hoped for

Access issues

Outcome issues
Context issues

Climate change and severe weather conditions (kinematic/physical aspect),
financial market crisis (economic aspect), changing government regulations
(juridical aspect), etc., put pressure on agricultural practices and system

Value issues

Value-based opposition (ethical/certitudinal aspect) to the use of a particular
technologies such as GMOs (formative aspect) in a sector

mode of engaging with complexity is rather singular. In
terms of considering such complexity, and building on the
idea of push scaling, pull scaling and interventions, it is
relevant to consider that some scaling processes are actively
pursued but many happen anyway, without being actively
pursued. Scaling processes are part of nature and society,
and they happen constantly with and without deliberate action. For example, weeds and pests go to scale without anyone putting a conscious effort into making this happen. Any
envisaged scaling initiative will need to be positioned within the bigger picture of wider scaling processes (including
landscape trends). Scaling initiatives may also trigger new
scaling processes. The wider application of a particular crop
variety and planting it as a monoculture may trigger the
scaling of certain pests and diseases. Also, scaling up the
application of one particular practice will often involve or
even require the scaling down of other practices. It may
further require associated scaling processes such as scaling
up the application of specific knowledge to enable a new
practice to be performed properly. Figure 10 illustrates how
it is often necessary to position a scaling initiative within
such wider dynamics of ongoing and emerging scaling processes and related trends and developments.

Fig. 9 Distinguishing between different types of scaling initiatives in a
simplified MLP view

3.3 Understanding different stakeholders’ roles in scaling
Scaling processes involve a range of stakeholders related to
both niches and regimes. The suite of aspects can be used in a
number of ways to develop a systematic understanding of
these stakeholders. Firstly, the aspects can be used to distinguish between types of stakeholders who are involved in
terms of what aspect characterises their core practices, and
hence their interests. This may prevent an undue focus on
particular objectives of scaling, related to, for example, economic interests. Secondly, the aspects can be used to characterise the core motivations (or purpose orientations) of stakeholders in terms of what drives stakeholders’ decision making.
This may, for instance, be technology-driven (emphasis on the
formative), market-driven (emphasis on the economic),
policy-driven (emphasis on the juridical) or service-driven
(emphasis on the ethical). Although usually less pronouncedly, it will often also reflect individual and group identity, style
and preference (relating to aesthetical, ethical and certitudinal
aspects) where, for example, farmers’ choices relate to more

Fig. 10 Positioning scaling initiatives in a context of simultaneously
occurring scaling processes. Example of scaling environmentally
friendly rubber practice in SW-China (adapted from Leeuwis and
Wigboldus, forthcoming)
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than rational optimisation of assets and utility maximisation
(e.g. Bell et al. 2004; van der Ploeg 1993). Thirdly, the suite of
aspects may be used to identify the variety of ways in which
practices, systems, and their effects are evaluated by stakeholders. This includes understanding how comprehensive
their views of effects are: they may not be aware of, or not
pay attention to, certain effects that relate to particular aspects,
and hence may not be able to negotiate convergence in multistakeholder processes (Leeuwis 2000).
Stakeholder dynamics play out at different levels of decision making and governance. Decision making in relation to a
single practice (e.g. a cultivation task) is to a certain extent
determined in a limiting or facilitating way by how the farming system as a whole is governed, and we may characterise
this interaction along the lines of the suite of aspects. The
same goes for the relationship between a farming system
and the wider agricultural sector or value chain and policy
and regulatory system in which the farming system is embedded. The PROMIS framework can thus be used to organise an
overview of actor perspectives in the light of an envisaged
scaling initiative, such as in terms of what different stakeholders think are the most important/relevant aspects to be
considered in the initiative. It may also be used to consider
how this initiative may affect stakeholders in different ways,
such as in relation to gender and diversity issues (children,
physically challenged people, minority groups, social classes)
or in relation to power issues regarding who/what drives or
benefits from the scaling initiative (Bailey 2011; Leach et al.
2010; Melber 2012; Stirling 2009, 2011).
3.4 Supporting stakeholders in future-oriented analysis
of scaling
As regards the ultimate potential of technologies, scaling processes may set things in motion in a way that was not fully
anticipated, in terms of both positive effects (Geels 2001) and
negative effects (Gee et al. 2013), as highlighted in Section 1.
The suite of aspects can inform foresight exercises, which
activate cross-temporal perspectives, so that the scope of,
e.g. scenario analysis will be appropriately inclusive (e.g.
Barakatt et al. 2010; Foresight 2011; Nelson et al. 2010;
Paillard et al. 2014; Vervoort et al. 2014).
While scaling processes originate from within particular
system and domain boundaries (e.g. cropping system, value
chain, sector), they tend to affect, and be affected by, factors
that lie beyond the boundaries of the systems, domains and
levels that are the focus of a scaling initiative (Fig. 10), and
thus involve and impact stakeholders at different scales and
levels in systems. This involves all kinds of complexities.
What is good from a private-sector perspective (private goods)
will not necessarily be considered good from a public-sector
perspective (public goods). Also, scaling may result in a growing disconnect between purpose orientations and outcomes
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(van der Ploeg 2006), such as farmers losing sight of the
effects of pesticide use if they no longer eat (some of) their
own produce when they become market oriented. Similarly, a
sector, value chain or multinational may not incorporate effects of scaling up the application of certain products, processes, or practices in its decision making because negative effects
take place in another domain (e.g. the environment or health)
and/or another geographical area (Milder et al. 2014; Sayer
et al. 2014). Finally, from, e.g. a sector perspective, scaling
can be considered to have positive impact, but it may not work
out well for all groups and individuals in it, which points to the
need for inclusive perspectives on scaling.
This calls for activating cross-scale and cross-domain perspectives (Yu et al. 2012) in scaling, making use of existing
information relating to different scales and bringing together
researchers, stakeholders and decision makers from across
levels and domains (Borgström et al. 2006; Cash et al. 2006;
Cumming et al. 2006, 2012; Loveridge 2009; Padt et al. 2014)
to inform responsible scaling by anticipating undesired effects
or unintended effects at scales, levels and domains that are not
supposed to be affected by the scaling effort. Foresight exercises through scenario analysis can enrich the theories of
change that are commonly articulated for scaling initiatives
(e.g. Adekunle and Fatunbi 2014; Arkesteijn et al. 2015).
Applying foresight approaches to the context of scaling thus
involves scenario analysis addressing the question ‘what if this
goes to scale?’ For example, such analysis may involve anticipating what a wider application of a particular cropping system
would mean for markets (economic aspect), the environment
and nutrition (physical and biotic aspect); how it might interact
with wider technological trends and developments (formative
aspect) and how it would connect to societal concerns (aesthetical, ethical, certitudinal aspect). Foresight exercises and scenario analysis may involve risk and trade-off analysis (e.g.
Guillem et al. 2015; Komarek et al. 2015) and social and environmental impact assessment, or be supported by participatory
modelling and companion modelling in which stakeholders are
included as active participants (Bousquet et al. 2005; Delmotte
et al. 2013; Gouttenoire et al. 2013; Sandker et al. 2010).
Foresight exercises may be guided by the suite of aspects articulated in the PROMIS framework, which also can be used as a
checklist to consider what kinds of assumptions underpin envisaged scaling initiatives, or to consider in modelling exercises
what must be part of the model and in what way.

4 Using the PROMIS framework as an integrative
tool in research: early experiences
In Sections 2 and 3, we explored opportunities for enriching
perspectives on scaling processes. Table 5 illustrates how different elements, discussed in those sections, can be combined
towards creating an integrative perspective on a particular
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Developing integrative perspectives on scaling initiatives

Table 5 Developing integrative perspectives on scaling initiatives
Research questions from related sections in this paper
(some examples)
2.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.3
Where are
What are Where are Where are
Where is
(potential)
Where is
Where is
What
stakeimportant
relevant
practice/
dominance
cross-scale histories potential
holder
drivers of
context
system
and
for
matter
and crossinterests,
decision
aspects
inertia/
deviance
change
and
domain
power, etc.
making
and
lock-in
located?
located?
how?
effects
located?
dynamics? located?
located?
Micro view
located?
on the nine
aspects

3.4
What are
relevant
trends;
what if
this goes
to scale?

Disciplinary
perspectives
on, e.g. the
system,
sector, and
landscape

An integrative and interdisciplinary perspective relating to the nine aspects:

Disciplinary
perspectives
on, e.g. the
individual,
household

Connecting micro and macro (multi-level) perspectives
Connecting disciplinary perspectives
Connecting research questions and methods

Socialecological
analysis

Process
tracing

Institutional
analysis; forcefield analysis

Political
economy
analysis

Soft
systems
methods

Types of relevant methodological options

scaling initiative while indicating the type of analytical tools
that may be used for this. The columns relate to the topics
explored in Sections 2 and 3. These are summary descriptions
and do not reflect the full scope of possible questions to guide
analysis.
The variety of suggested methodological options follows pleas to use mixed methods and mixed approaches
for research and evaluation (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie
2004; Garcia and Zazueta 2015) in order to enrich perspectives and to compensate for limitations of particular
methods and approaches. Single actors will rarely have a
complete view of, let alone a mandate and/or control over,
the multi-faceted dimensions and dynamics involved in
agricultural scaling processes. As Table 5 shows, the
PROMIS framework can help in determining the use of
an appropriate mix of methods and approaches for coherent analysis, depending on the several questions to be
addressed, and hence support interdisciplinary analysis
and integrated policy making.
However, in many cases, it will not be feasible nor
even desirable to apply the fully-fledged integrative perspective on each scaling initiative as presented in Table 5.
On the basis of existing knowledge and estimated risk
levels involved, a selection of initial focus points and
research methods connected to these can be made (e.g.
zooming in on variations in what informs farmer decision
making). This appears a contradiction, as the PROMIS

Decision
making/
risk
analysis

Stakeholder and
power
analysis

Macro view
on the nine
aspects

Scenario
and
foresight
analysis

(some examples)

framework is intended to broaden perspectives on scaling.
When the use of the PROMIS framework is being tailored
to a particular situation, appropriate and feasible levels of
comprehensiveness of analysis need to be decided on.
However, the PROMIS framework can serve here to elucidate relevant issues that were originally not considered
by the scaling effort. Also, an initial wide-ranging assessment may be done in the form of a quick-scan study, after
which a more focused analysis can be conducted in relation to selected aspects that are deemed most pertinent. So
far, we have operationalised the PROMIS framework in
three different case studies involving three different application approaches (see Table 6).
The first two studies provided input into strategy development for the envisaged scaling initiative regarding both the
range of interactive factors and dynamics that would need to
be taken into account and stakeholders’ perspectives on how
this could be done. The third study identified key reasons for
the scaling initiative’s disappointing outcomes at individual
and systems level, including relevant learning for other scaling
initiatives. By applying an uncommonly broad perspective on
dimensions and dynamics involved in scaling processes, the
PROMIS framework helped to identify important clues that
other analytical approaches tend to miss because they explore
within a particular domain of change only. This includes providing a framework for considering what makes for
responsible scaling.
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Initial operationalisation of the PROMIS approach in three cases

Case 1: An exploratory study on scaling up environmentally friendly
rubber practice in SW-China (Wigboldus et al. forthcoming).
Application of the PROMIS approach by using:
- The framework to focus a literature study so as to identify how the
relevant range of factors and related dynamics affect opportunities
for making rubber cultivation environmentally friendly
- The framework to consider how stakeholders relate to particular
aspects and to decide whose perspectives and roles would be
particularly important to take into account
- The framework to develop a semi-structured questionnaire in
relation to pertinent issues and to ask a range of informants to score
pertinent issues (relating to the aspects) in terms of relevance, of
what locks in current rubber cultivation practice, and of what creates
opportunities for change (results were expressed in a spider diagram
to create an overview and allow for quick comparison)
- Soft systems methodology (rich picture) in interactive stakeholder
processes to reflect on the integrated nature of issues (Checkland
and Scholes 1999)
- The resulting overview to consider what would need to be
addressed and how, and who should be involved in what way if the
objective was to scale up environmentally friendly rubber practice
Case 2: Providing a broad systemic perspective on factors involved in
scaling up agro-ecology practice in Nicaragua while focusing on
household-level decision making within that bigger picture
Application of the PROMIS approach by using:
- Similar elements as the above, but then in relation to multiple
workshops and wider consultation with stakeholders
- Using additional household-level surveys in which questions
derived from the value–belief–norm theory (e.g. Stern 2000) were
used to assess decision-making processes
- Connecting macro (bigger picture) perspectives with micro (farmer
decision making) perspectives to create a multi-dimensional
framework for decision making.
Case 3: Guiding retrospective analysis of a scaling initiative: a study on
the scaling and institutionalisation of cocoa farmer field schools in
Cameroon (Muilerman et al. forthcoming)
The study involved the development of a narrative description, both
chronologically and along the lines of MLP. This narrative
description was subsequently analysed in relation to a PROMIS
perspective in two ways:
- In terms of the extent to which aspects played a specific role in the
disappointing outcomes of the scaling iniative
- In terms of what dynamics played what role in the disappointing
outcomes of the scaling initiative by considering the dynamics as
discussed in Section 3 of this paper

We can illustrate this in the case of green rubber: research findings
pointed, among others, to the need to broaden perspectives on what is
involved in scaling ‘green rubber’ practice from a dominant focus on
exploring ‘technical’ options (e.g. adapting/diversifying rubber
cropping system), to the inclusion of the role of institutional and
paradigmatic constraints and opportunities. The findings also
highlighted the need to consider required changes in rubber cultivation
in a wider landscape perspective to prevent shifting problems from
rubber to those caused by, e.g. the scaling of banana cultivation.
These two examples highlight that applying the PROMIS
framework indeed enables a richer perspective on scaling;
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however, further development of PROMIS to serve as a research tool is needed as we will discuss in the next section.

5 Conclusion: current contribution of PROMIS
and next steps
At the start of this paper, we argued that common approaches
to scaling, using concepts such as dissemination, diffusion,
adoption and transfer of technologies and practices, are not
sufficient to grasp the complexities involved in scaling processes. As a result, decision makers often do not have a sufficiently broad picture of what they need to prepare for, and
engage with, in scaling initiatives. This limits policies, strategies and guidance of scaling initiatives from becoming both
effective and responsible in the light of societal values and
aspirations.
We seek to contribute to addressing this gap by introducing
PROMIS as an integrative analytical framework that can contribute to the heuristic exploration of relevant dimensions and
dynamics involved in innovation and scaling processes. The
PROMIS framework raises awareness about the multi-faceted
dimensions and dynamics to be considered in scaling initiatives. The underlying systemic frameworks (MLP and the
theory of aspects) provide a coherent reference framework that
can be made operational through application of specific
methods and methodologies. The PROMIS framework can
help in appropriately informing scaling initiatives in the light
of core dimensions of responsible innovation: being anticipatory, responsive, inclusive and reflexive. We may therefore
consider the PROMIS framework to support a capability for
responsible innovation and scaling.
In projects which include a clear scaling ambition, operational theories of change rarely include an articulated ‘theory
of scaling’ (how scaling is expected to happen) nor a clear
perspective on ‘what if this goes to scale?’ (including potential
negative implications of particular innovations going to scale).
This thus goes beyond installing mechanisms which may foster scaling by establishing enabling conditions for scaling such
as local adaptation processes (Millar and Connell 2010), and
innovation platforms working on a match between technologies and a conducive institutional and market environment
(Kilelu et al. 2013) or diffusion mechanisms such as mobile
phone based information services (Aker 2011; Baumüller
2016). It would be about defining such a theory of scaling in
a systematic way (see Wigboldus et al. forthcoming). The
PROMIS framework can help in drawing up such a theory
of scaling by alerting those who have primary responsibilities
in design and management of such initiatives by helping to
address strategic questions such as:
Do we need to be more critical about this scaling initiative,
for example regarding who really benefits or what potentially
negative effects at scale may result? This relates to dimensions
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of responsible innovation and scaling, and perspectives on
sustainability, beyond seeking technical ‘fixes’ (Brandon and
Lombardi 2011). It also relates to debates regarding the
role of diversity and how scaling initiatives may reduce
this, thus allegedly leading to increased vulnerability
(Leach et al. 2012).
Do we need to be more creative in devising scaling strategies? We may, for example, need to choose to focus more on
creating conditions for scaling rather than on actively trying to
make something go to scale (Leeuwis and Aarts 2012;
Westley et al. 2014; Wigboldus and Leeuwis 2013). It may
also involve considering a range of potential leverage points
(entry points) in terms of places to intervene in systems
(Meadows 2009). This may, for example, lead to the adjustment or broadening of a strategy from a focus on scaling new
cultivation practices, to addressing organisational and institutional prerequisites for sustainability.
Do we need to be more co-creative in the scaling initiative?
This may require the forging of supportive partnerships
(Aldrich 2011; Bhawnick 2015; Faustino and Booth 2014;
GEO 2011; Klein Woolthuis 2013), such as innovation platforms, networks or labs (e.g. Kieboom 2014; Kilelu et al.
2013; Schut et al. 2015a, b; Tenywa et al. 2011; Unicef
2012). Initiatives such as SUN (http://scalingupnutrition.
org/) and GAIN (http://www.gainhealth.org/) are good
examples of collaborative scaling initiatives.
Do researchers need new competencies to engage effectively and responsibly with scaling processes? Disciplinary
research is often well-equipped to highlight tensions between
functions within an aspect. For example, agronomic research
can assess whether a new hybrid may perform well in terms of
soil, not so good in relation to pathogens, better in relation to
climate, and so on. In scaling, however, new concerns open up
that need to be explored, but that often fall outside the scope of
such more focused research. This means that it will often
become much more than an agronomic innovation and scaling
process, requiring broader expertise and competencies. We
would therefore argue that a process of innovation and scaling
has to be approached as an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary endeavour. This may also involve new roles for researchers, combining an expert role with a role of facilitating
collaborative processes (Brouwer and Woodhill 2015;
Hermans et al. 2013; Schut et al. 2011; Spruijt et al. 2014;
Turnhout et al. 2013; Wittmayer and Schäpke 2014), and this
will also require that an enabling environment is created as
existing procedures, incentive systems and funding mechanisms may work against such new roles (Roux et al. 2010;
Turner et al. 2016).
Initial applications of the PROMIS framework in research
created awareness about, and helped to unpack, complexities
involved in scaling initiatives. One of the case studies demonstrated how a resulting integrative perspective can inform scaling strategies, and another case study showed how the
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PROMIS framework can be used in the retrospective analysis
of a scaling initiative.
In this paper, we sketched the contours of an integrative
framework to enrich perspectives on and analysis of scaling
processes and discussed initial empirical testing. However,
experiences with the PROMIS framework as a research tool
are tentative, and we invite scholars to further develop it, since
as the framework is tentative, it needs further grounding.
Further research may pursue two directions: further elaboration of the PROMIS framework to strengthen its conceptual
grounding (e.g. in relation to the interactions between aspects), and further field testing and refining to make it more
suitable for providing practical research and decision-making
support. More research is needed to validate the analytical
lenses within the PROMIS framework and underpin it with
empirical studies. Also, further development of more precise
indicators and criteria is needed to measure the several aspects
of scaling, as well as to measure their interrelationships, causalities and possible synergies and emergent effects.
From a practical perspective, policymakers in particular
would benefit from the further development of the PROMIS
framework into a reflexive decision support tool to guide responsible innovation and scaling. This would include development of a methodological approach on how to articulate a
theory of scaling (assumptions regarding how scaling is expected to happen) to guide decision makers in (innovation)
projects that have a clear scaling ambition. The challenge
and perhaps trade-off and tension in such follow up work will
be not to lose the holistic perspectives of PROMIS and in
effect go back to single discipline oriented, reductionist ways
of analysing scaling processes.
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